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Peptide rod–coil molecules, composed of a stiff polyproline rod

and a hydrophilic cell-penetrating peptide Tat coil, self-assemble

into nanocapsules and mediate efficient intracellular delivery of

entrapped hydrophilic molecules.

Rod–coil systems consisting of rigid hydrophobic rod and

flexible hydrophilic coil segments are excellent building blocks

for constructing well-defined supramolecular structures.1–5

During the self-assembly process of rod–coil amphiphiles,

the stiff and anisotropic ‘rod block’ has a tendency to impart

orientational organization to supramolecular structures, while

the flexible coil block can take on multiple shapes. In contrast

to coil–coil block molecules, microphase separated supramo-

lecular structures can generally form better in rod–coil block

molecules even though the molecular weight of each block is

very small, due to large chemical and stiffness differences

between each block. Various types of supramolecular struc-

tures based on organic rod–coil building blocks have been

constructed. In order to make use of these unique advanta-

geous properties of rod–coil systems in creating biologically

functional supramolecular structures, the rod–coil building

blocks should be made of bioactive molecules.6–13

Herein, we report on the self-assembly of bioactive peptide

rod–coils. In order to create the peptide rod, we have made use

of a polyproline rod. Among the 20 naturally occurring amino

acids, proline is the only one in which the side chain atoms

form a pyrrolidine ring with the backbone atoms. As the cyclic

structure of proline induces conformational constraints among

the atoms in the pyrrolidine ring, the proline-rich sequences

tend to form stiff helical rod structures, polyproline type II

(PPII) helix, in aqueous solution.14–18 The hydrophobicity of

proline itself as an isolated amino acid is rather small. How-

ever, three nonpolar methylene groups are aligned at the outer

part of the rod after PPII helix formation. Based on these

facts, we hypothesized that stiff rod character and the non-

polar nature of outer surface of PPII helix might impart

microphase separation characteristics to the rod–coil of a PPII

rod and a hydrophilic coil, leading to the anisotropic orienta-

tional ordering of the rod and self-assembly.

As the biologically active and hydrophilic peptide coil, Tat

cell penetrating peptide (CPP) was selected.19,20 Tat CPP

(RKKRRQRRR) is a highly charged peptide with 8 positively

charged residues (2 lysines and 6 arginines) and forms a

random coil conformation in aqueous solution.7,8 Tat CPP

translocates into the inside of the cell efficiently. Many efforts

have been made to utilize Tat CPP for delivering bioactive

molecules, either by direct conjugation of the bioactive mole-

cules with Tat CPP or by dendrimer and nanoparticle display

of Tat CPP.19–21 It has been shown that arginine residues in

Tat CPP are primarily responsible for the cell binding and

entry. Translocation efficiencies of arginine homo-oligomers,

depending on the number of arginine residues, have been

found to be comparable to or sometimes even better than that

of wildtype Tat CPP.22,23 With this in mind, we first synthe-

sized a block peptide of a polyproline (10 prolines) and an

arginine oligomer (3 arginines), P10R3, and investigated its

self-assembly behavior (Scheme 1).

The secondary structure of P10R3 in water investigated by

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy shows that the spectrum

is characteristic of a PPII helix18 (Fig. 1a). In order to examine

whether P10R3 aggregates to form supramolecular nanostruc-

tures, a dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiment was per-

formed (Fig. 1b). The result shows that P10R3 aggregates well

and forms nano-aggregates with a unimodal distribution of

Scheme 1 Structures of peptide rod–coil building blocks and their
self-assembly into nanocapsule structures.
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hydrodynamic radius (RH). The average RH of the aggregates

was 74 nm. The nano-aggregates was confirmed to be spherical

in shape, as revealed by transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) examination (Fig. 1c). Considering the molecular

length of P10R3 (5.1 nm) with PPII rod (rise per residue,

B3.1 Å) and extended peptide coil, the size of the spheres

suggests that the objects are vesicles rather than micelles. In

addition, the concaveness observed in the negatively stained

TEM image indicates the shape of shrunken spheres formed

during the drying process, providing further evidence of the

hollow nature of the vesicular structures. These promising

results prompted us to synthesize P10Tat, which is likely to

self-assemble into Tat CPP-coated vesicles. The studies show

that P10Tat forms a PPII helix and self-assembles into similar

vesicular structures with average RH of 115 nm (Fig. 1b).

According to the classical theory of amphiphiles, an increase

of the outer hydrophilic chain, while not changing the size of

the hydrophobic chain, would increase the curvature of the

amphiphile. This would then lead to a decreased aggregation

number and therefore a decrease in amphiphile size. Contrary

to the theory, the size increased from 74 nm to 115 nm (from

P10R3 to P10Tat) upon increasing the size of the hydrophilic

chain. The classical theory best describes non-ionic amphi-

philes. Therefore, it is likely that the self-assembly behavior of

the highly charged hydrophilic segment might not follow the

classical theory exactly. Moreover, the hydrogen bonding

potential of guanidinium groups in arginines might make the

description of the effects of the relative volume fractions of

hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments on self-assembly even

more complex.

To further investigate the aggregation behavior, we pre-

pared pyr-P10R3 and pyr-P10Tat in which the fluorescent

probe pyrenes were conjugated to the N-terminal parts of

P10R3 and P10Tat, respectively. Both of the molecules were

found to form a PPII helix and to self-assemble into vesicular

structures. The average RH of pyr-P10R3 and pyr-P10Tat

vesicles were 141 nm and 127 nm, respectively. The steady-

state fluorescence emission spectrum of pyr-P10R3 solution

exhibits a large amount of excimer formation, indicating that

pyrene molecules are located in close proximity due to self-

assembly (Fig. 1d). The excimer started to form when the

concentration of pyr-P10R3 reached 20 mM. Fluorescence

measurement revealed that pyr-P10Tat also formed excimers.

We next addressed the potential of the oligoarginine or Tat

CPP-coated vesicles as carriers for delivering hydrophilic drug

molecules into cells. As a model hydrophilic drug molecule,

rhodamine B, a water-soluble fluorescent molecule, was used.

For the entrapment, pyr-P10R3 (or pyr-P10Tat) and rhodamine

B were mixed together, sonicated, and the dye-loaded vesicles

were separated from the free dye by using gel filtration

chromatography. Successful entrapment of the dye was con-

firmed by fluorescence microscopic investigation of the sepa-

rated vesicles (insets in Fig. 2a and b). The intracellular

delivery experiment was performed in a mammalian cell line,

HeLa. Intracellular fluorescence from the cells was observed

by using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) after

treatment of HeLa cells with the dye-loaded vesicles for 3 h

(Fig. 2). The images in Fig. 2 show the cells treated with the

dye-loaded pyr-P10R3 vesicles. The images reveal that the

Fig. 1 Self-assembly of peptide rod–coils. (a) CD spectrum of P10R3

(100 mM) in water. (b) Distribution of RH of P10R3 aggregates (closed

circles) and P10Tat aggregates (open triangles) in water. (c) TEM

image of P10R3 aggregates in water. The sample was negatively stained

with uranyl acetate. (d) Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra of

pyr-P10R3 in water (300 mM).

Fig. 2 Intracellular delivery of hydrophilic dye-loaded pyr-P10R3

vesicles. CLSM image of HeLa cells after treating the cells with

rhodamine B-loaded pyr-P10R3 vesicles for 3 h. (a) Intracellular

fluorescence from pyr-P10R3. Insets: Blue fluorescence of pyrene from

rhodamine B-loaded pyr-P10R3 vesicles. Bar: 5 mm. (b) Intracellular

fluorescence from rhodamine B. Insets: Red fluorescence of rhodamine

B from rhodamine B-loaded pyr-P10R3 vesicles. Bar: 5 mm. (c) Bright

field image of the cells. (d) Overlay of the blue and the red fluorescence

images. The objects in the insets, although they are the same objects,

are not in the same location between the figures because of their

continuous Brownian motion.
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pyr-P10R3 vesicles and the entrapped dyes are efficiently

delivered into the cells. The delivery experiment with the

dye-loaded pyr-P10Tat vesicles resulted in similar efficient

delivery and intracellular distribution pattern. Taken together,

these results suggest that the oligomer of three arginines, a

miniature of Tat CPP, is sufficient to promote efficient delivery

of the vesicles. It is likely that the dense coating of arginines,

although short, is responsible for the efficient delivery of

pyr-P10R3 vesicles and the entrapped cargos through multi-

valent effects.24

In summary, PPII rod–Tat CPP coil block peptides were

prepared, and their self-assembly behavior and potential as

intracellular delivery carriers were explored. In previous ex-

amples of self-assembly of peptide rod–coil molecules, a

hydrophobic amino acid, such as leucine, was used as a rod

building block.9,10 This work emphasizes that the stiff rod

character of the polyproline helix enables microphase separa-

tion of the slightly hydrophobic rod and the hydrophilic

peptide coil, leading to the formation of self-assembled nano-

capsules, which are stable enough to cross the cytoplasmic

membrane barrier of the cell.
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